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Abstract—FlexRay is a new industry standard for next-generation communication in automotives. Though there are a few recent
researches on performance analysis of FlexRay, two important aspects of the FlexRay design have been overlooked. The first
is a holistic integrated scheduling scheme that can handle both static and dynamic segments in a FlexRay network. The second is
cost-effective and scalable performance. To address these aspects, we propose a novel holistic scheduling scheme, called HOSA,
which can provide scalable performance by using flexible and ease-of-use dual channel communication in FlexRay. HOSA is
built upon a novel slot pilfering technique to schedule and optimize the available slots in both static and dynamic segments.
Moreover, to achieve efficient implementation, we propose approximate computation, which can efficiently support cost-effective and
holistic scheduling by judiciously obtaining the tradeoff between computation complexity and available pilfered slots. HOSA hence
offers the salient feature of improving bandwidth utilization. Moreover, to deliver high performance and bridge the gap between
real-time communications in networks and storage management in end devices, we implement a deduplication-aware scheme
in a real SSD prototype that can reduce space overhead and extend SSD lifespan (by significantly reducing duplicate write
operations). The deduplication scheme meets the needs of message updates in FlexRay. Extensive experiments based on synthetic
test cases and real-world case studies demonstrate the efficiency and efficacy of HOSA.

Index Terms—Real-time scheduling, storage system, data deduplication
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1 INTRODUCTION

MODERN automobiles involve large amounts of sensors,
actuators and Electronic Control Units (ECU) work-

ing together. This highly sophisticated interaction heavily
relies on a communication system that connects different
parts in an efficient manner [1], [2]. FlexRay [3] is an
automotive network communications infrastructure de-
veloped by the FlexRay Consortium. The FlexRay consor-
tium includes major car manufacturers such as BMW,
Daimler-Benz, General Motors, Freescale, NXP, Bosch, and
Volkswagen/Audi.

FlexRay has become one of the standards in the
automotive industry. It provides a communication infra-
structure for future generation high-speed X-by-wire
applications in vehicles. These applications are mostly
real-time and safety-critical [2]. FlexRay hence aims to
provide hard real-time capabilities through cycle-based
and time-triggered communications. The FlexRay standard
is being deployed in the major line of new vehicles. For
example, the 2007 BMW X5 is the first standard-production
vehicle in the world to use this leading-edge technology [4].
To support autonomous vehicles, FlexRay controls the

optical bus system of the Adaptive Drive chassis control
system, and is used in controlling the stabilisers and
electromagnetic valves of the dampers. This enables
adaptive drive to eliminate the effect of body roll on the
vehicle. It is envisioned in the near future that more and
more functionalities in the autonomous vehicles will make
use of the FlexRay bus system.

FlexRay provides two channels with a high bandwidth
of 10 Mb/s each and offers multiple benefits compared
with previous protocols, say Controller Area Network
(CAN) [5], across a wide range of automotive applications.
These benefits include high speed, fault tolerance, and a
deterministic cycle-based message transport, along with a
synchronized, common time base to all nodes in the
system.

FlexRay is an open standard. It aims to provide scalable,
deterministic and high performance communication for
automotive applications. However, to be practical in auto-
motive products and obtain significant performance im-
provements, we present three main observations below that
meanwhile gain useful insights and motivate our design.

Observation 1: The Isolation of Scheduling Static and
Dynamic Segments
FlexRay is a real-time system to schedule time-triggered
and event-triggered messages. FlexRay supports the trans-
mission of periodic messages in static segments (SS) and
priority-based scheduling of event-triggered messages in
dynamic segments (DS). Periodic messages are transmitted
in the unique static slots of SS according to time division
multiple access (TDMA). The operation of the FlexRay SS is
similar to the time-triggered protocol (TTP) [6]. Moreover,
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aperiodic messages are sent in the dynamic slots of DS that
is similar to ByteFlight [7] and employs a flexible TDMA
(FTDMA) approach. In both cases, the timely message
delivery depends on the message schedule that is statically
configured before the network starts to operate. The
scheduling computation involves assigning the static slots
for the periodic messages as well as the priority based
dynamic slots assignment for the aperiodic messages. A
message set is schedulable if a given message schedule
meets its deadline. Most existing work, however, only
considers the scheduling for either static segments [2], [8],
[9], and [10] or dynamic segments [11], [12], and [13]. This
isolated scheduling severely limits the performance in
terms of bandwidth utilization and transmission latency.

Observation 2: The Inefficiency of Fault Tolerance
In FlexRay networks, faults may be frequent and ubiqui-
tous due to radiation, interference and temperature
variation. Such faults can be classified into permanent
and transient faults [14]. Permanent faults are usually
caused by physical damages and lead to long-term
malfunctioning. Transient faults usually result in the mis-
calculations in the logic and data corruption and last for a
short duration. X-by-wire automotive applications are
safety-critical. They require data integrity even with the
occurrence of transient faults. Moreover, with the increas-
ing numbers of rich electronic devices in cars (e.g., around
2500 signals are exchanged among 70 ECUs of luxury cars
[5], [15]), handling transient faults demands efficient fault-
tolerant techniques to improve the system reliability. Fault
tolerance in an important feature of FlexRay. Existing work
offers fault tolerance mainly using scheduling and proba-
bilistic analysis. Although authors in [16] formulated the
scheduling problem as a mixed integer linear program-
ming algorithm, its design goal was to re-transmit as many
faulty messages as possible, which can not offer reliability
guarantee due to choosing the re-transmitted messages in
an ad-hoc manner. The re-transmission of faulty messages
can ameliorate the reliability with extra load in the
bandwidth and additional transmission latency. Recently,
authors in [9] used a systematic probabilistic analysis to
provide formal guarantee on desired reliability levels.
However, this work only considers the static segments of
FlexRay.

Observation 3: The Gap Between Real-Time
Communications in Networks and Storage Management
in End Devices
In general, FlexRay-based work mainly studies the ap-
proaches to optimize communication performance. In
practice, the performance also tightly depends upon the
storage management in end devices. Extending the end-to-
end transmission to the end devices is important to deliver
high performance and improve system reliability. To
address this problem and bridge the gap between real-
time communication and storage systems, we need to first
select a storage device that can meet the needs of the
transmission characteristics of FlexRay. Flash-based solid
state drive (SSD) is a good candidate. SSD is rapidly being
integrated into modern computer systems. It has the salient

properties of random addressing, high performance (read/
write), energy efficiency, small size and shock resistance.
While SSD offers space and cost advantages over DRAM
and performance and energy advantages over hard disks, it
in practice suffers from limited utilization [17], [18], [19],
and [20]. To alleviate the limited utilization of SSD (in
terms of lifespan and performance), we argue that
deduplication is an efficient solution that is actually
overlooked in FlexRay-based transmission systems.

Existing work fails to efficiently address the above
challenges. Specifically, although FlexRay has been widely
used as an in-vehicle communication network, its applica-
bility is severely hindered in high-speed safety-critical
X-by-wire systems [21]. FlexRay does not provide acknowl-
edgement or re-transmission schemes and hence there is
limited guarantee on message delivery for reliability.
Moreover, the authors in [16] formulated the scheduling
problem as a mixed integer linear programming algorithm,
but its design goal was to re-transmit as many faulty
messages as possible, which may fail to offer reliability
guarantee due to that the re-transmitted messages are chosen
in an ad-hoc manner. The re-transmission of faulty messages
can improve the reliability with extra loads in the bandwidth
and additional transmission latency. Recently, authors in [9]
uses systematic probabilistic analysis to provide formal
guarantee on desired reliability levels. However, this work
only considers the static segments of FlexRay.

To address the above challenges, we propose a novel
holistic scheduling scheme, called HOSA. HOSA considers
both SS and DS in the holistic scheduling design and can
support scalable fault tolerance, improve bandwidth
utilization and support efficient storage in end devices.
Specifically, we make the following contributions.

1.1 Holistic Scheduling
FlexRay is a high-bandwidth communication protocol with
a cyclic operation. Each FlexRay cycle consists of a static
segment and a dynamic segment. The former is designed
for the periodic transmission of real-time data, while the
latter supports the transmission of low-priority data and
event-triggered (aperiodic) real-time data. HOSA employs
a novel holistic scheme to schedule both static segments
and dynamic segments in a unified manner. Fast and
accurate slot computation allows HOSA to identify avail-
able static slots that can be pilfered by the task that
transmits dynamic messages. Idle slots are hence mini-
mized and HOSA achieves high bandwidth utilization.

1.2 Scalable Fault Tolerance

Scalable fault tolerance refers to the ability of the FlexRay
protocol to operate in the configurations that provide
various degrees of fault tolerance. HOSA is compliant with
existing schemes for scalable fault tolerance, and focuses
on flexibly scheduling dual channel communication and
efficiently optimizing bandwidth utilization. HOSA imple-
ments this through the design of a novel slot pilfering
technique. It further leverages approximation computation
to significantly reduce the complexity with slight impact on
the available pilfered slots.
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1.3 Real System Implementation

To examine the performance of our proposed HOSA
scheme in FlexRay networks, we implement HOSA,
including SSD prototype and its deduplication-aware
FTL, in a real testbed. The prototype contains all the
mentioned components and functionalities. Since many of
the internal features, say, physical-page allocation and data
granularity, are hidden, existing work often considers SSD
as a black box. Based on our previous implementations in
SSD, including HAT [22] and SSDsim [23], we further
implement and improve the SSD prototype with the
content-based FTL to make it suitable to inline deduplica-
tion. In the meantime, the SSD parallelism is further
explored and exploited to support the operations. More-
over, we use synthetic test cases and real-world case
studies from the automotive industry to evaluate the
system performance in terms of overall running time,
bandwidth utilization, deadline miss ratio, transmission
latency and deduplication. Experimental results demon-
strate the efficiency and efficacy of HOSA. For instance,
compared with the existing industrial FlexRay implemen-
tation [3], HOSA obtains about 50 percent improvements
on bandwidth utilization and 61.5 percent reduction in
transmission latency.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the FlexRay scheduling model. Section 3 describes
the holistic scheduling on both static and dynamic
segments. Section 4 presents the SSD based implementa-
tion to offer content-based management for inline dedu-
plication. We present the performance evaluation in
Section 5. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 6.

Compared with our conference version [24], we make
significant improvements by extending the end-to-end
analysis to the end devices. We leverage deduplication-
aware SSD as a suitable storage device to meet the needs of
real-time FlexRay processing requirements. The extended
work also bridges the gap between real-time transmission
and storage management in FlexRay.

2 FLEXRAY SCHEDULING MODEL

2.1 FlexRay Cluster
A FlexRay cluster consists of the network nodes connected
by FlexRay communication channels as shown in Fig. 1.
FlexRay allows a cluster to be flexible configuration of

network topology, such as bus, star or hybrid connection. A
cluster is a communication system that contains multiple
nodes connected via at least one communication channel
directly in a bus topology or by star couplers in a star
topology. Moreover, each node in a FlexRay cluster consists
of a host and a communication controller (CC), which are
connected by a controller-host interface (CHI). The host is a
part of an Electronic Control Units (ECU) where the
application software is executed to handle incoming
messages and generates outgoing messages. The commu-
nication controller implements the FlexRay protocol ser-
vices. CHI serves as a buffer between the host and the CC.

To support real-time message communication, a bus
driver that has a transmitter and a receiver connects with
the communication controller to one communication
channel that supports the inter-node connection. The bus
driver also maintains clock synchronization with other
nodes, constructs and checks cyclic redundancy code
verification. The network nodes thus exchange periodic
and aperiodic real-time messages that are transmitted in
FlexRay communication cycles.

2.2 Static and Dynamic Segments
Static and dynamic segments are the structures of message
delivery in a FlexRay network. Static segment is a portion of
the communication cycle where the media access is controlled
via a TDMA scheme. FlexRay can determine the access to the
media in a static segment only by the progression of time.
Furthermore, the dynamic segment portion of the commu-
nication cycle makes use of Flexible Time Division Multiple
Access (FTDMA) to schedule the media access via a mini-
slotting scheme. The minislot is a time interval of the dy-
namic segment to support flexible timing configuration.
FlexRay then allows the dynamic segment access to the me-
dia based on a priority manner for the nodes to transmit data.

Static and dynamic segments demonstrate different
formats and functionalities in the communication slots.
Specifically, static communication slot is an interval of
time. The access to a communication channel is allowed
exclusively to a specific node for transmitting a frame with
a frame ID that corresponds to the slot. Each static
communication slot contains a constant number of macro-
ticks regardless of whether or not a frame is sent in the slot.
In the static segment, all communication slots are of
identical and static configuration.

Furthermore, dynamic communication slot contains one
or more minislots. The smallest time unit in a DS is the
minislot with a duration representation of gdMinislot. A
DS contains a maximum number of gNumberOfMinislots
(between 0 and 7986) minislots. Unlike a static communi-
cation slot, FlexRay allows the duration of a dynamic com-
munication slot to vary depending on the length of the
frame. A variable vSlotCounter contains the ID of the cur-
rent dynamic slot starting from a pre-configured value. In
each dynamic slot, a frame with the corresponding ID is
transmitted, and hence the duration of the dynamic slot is
determined by the length of the transmitted frame. If no
frame is sent, the duration of a dynamic communication
slot is equal to that of one minislot. In fact, frames are
transmitted within dynamic slots that are superimposed on
the minislots.

Fig. 1. Illustration of a FlexRay cluster.
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2.3 Dual Channel Design
Dual channel design in the FlexRay specification [3] offers
flexible transmission patterns for the static and dynamic
segments. Specifically, for scheduling static segments, each
network node maintains a slot counter variable
SlotCounterðAÞ for channel A and a slot counter variable
SlotCounterðBÞ for channel B. Both slot counters are
initialized with 1 at the beginning of each communication
cycle and further incremented at the end of each commu-
nication slot.

Fig. 2 illustrates the transmission patterns in a single
node that makes use of the static segments. The scheduling
on static segments depends upon the operations defined in
a schedule table. For example, in slot 1 the node transmits a
frame on channel A and a frame on channel B. In slot 2 the
node transmits a frame only on channel B. For scheduling
dynamic segments, each network node maintains two slot
counters, respectively for channels A and B, in scheduling
the dynamic segments. Fig. 3 illustrates the scheme of
scheduling the dynamic segments. Note that although the
slot counters for channel A and for channel B are
incremented simultaneously within the static segment,
their values can be incremented independently according
to the dynamic arbitration scheme.

Fig. 4 shows the periodic communication that has two
cycles of length in channel A and B. Each cycle contains
two time intervals with different access policies (a static
and a dynamic segment). They have different lengths that
are fixed over the cycles. Moreover, both the static and
dynamic segments have multiple slots. In the static
segment, FlexRay allows the slots number to be fixed.
The length of these slots are constant and equal, regardless
of whether static messages are sent or not in that cycle.

FlexRay uses the global configuration parameter
gdStaticSlot to specify the length of a static slot [3]. As
shown in Fig. 4, there are four static slots for the static
segment. Note that a FlexRay cycle generally contains a
symbol window and a network idle time. Since they are
actually not related with our scheduling analysis, for
simplicity, we ignore them in the examples.

The performance in practical FlexRay networks relies on
the definition of the dynamic segments’ lengths. FlexRay
specifies the length of the dynamic segment in the number
of ‘‘minislots’’, which is equal to gNumberOfMinislots.
During the transmission of dynamic segments, if there is no
message to be sent during a slot, the length of this slot
becomes very small. Otherwise, the dynamic slot offers a
transmission length, i.e., the number of minislots, to allow
for transmitting the whole message.

At the beginning of each communication cycle, the
communication controller of a node resets the counters of
slots and minislots for initialization configuration. More-
over, the controller also needs to check if there exist
messages to be transmitted, which will be further orga-
nized into the frames. As shown in Fig. 4, there exists an
assumption that all messages to be transmitted are ready
before the first bus cycle. In practice, due to different
schemes in scheduling static and dynamic segments, the
transmission scenarios would be different. Specifically,
static segments use a schedule table to select the messages
into static frames to transmit in the bus cycle. For example,
messages Ml and Mp are placed into the associated static
buffers in the CHI to be transmitted in the first bus cycle.

Fig. 2. Scheduling static segments.

Fig. 3. Scheduling dynamic segments.

Fig. 4. Dual channel scheduling on static and dynamic segments.
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Moreover, transmitting a dynamic message is con-
strained and conditional. Only if there exist enough idle
slots until the end of the dynamic segment, the selected
messages can be transmitted during the dynamic segment
of the bus cycle. In the real implementations, when the
dynamic slot counter reaches the value of the Frame ID of
the transmitted message, FlexRay needs to check if the
current value of the minislot counter is smaller than a given
value pLatestTx. For each network node, the value
pLatestTx is fixed and depends upon the size of the largest
dynamic frame. For example, message Me prepares for
transmission before the first bus cycle starts. However,
after message mr is transmitted, there are not enough slots
left in the dynamic segment. This will delay the transmis-
sion of Me for the next bus cycle.

3 HOLISTIC SCHEDULING

This Section presents the holistic scheduling for both static
and dynamic segments with the aid of slot pilfering
technique.

3.1 FlexRay Node Architecture
A FlexRay network supports dual-channel communication
to offer the guarantee of transmission reliability. Fig. 5
shows the node architecture for scheduling static and
dynamic segments in the dual channel. Each node uses a
schedule table to maintain and schedule the messages to be
transmitted in the static segments, while using priority
queues for the dynamic segments. Here, we use capital letter
to represent the original messages and lower case for
corresponding redundant ones.

Static and dynamic segments have different scheduling
schemes to allow a message to be transmitted. First, for
scheduling static segments, a message in the schedule table
has a timing based sequence, i.e., the number of cycles and
slots. For example, the message Ma is transmitted on the
second slot of the first cycle, represented as ‘‘1/2’’. On the
other hand, for dynamic segments, we allocate the slot
number to each node and all messages in each priority
queue will be scheduled in the fixed priority way. For
example, node 1 sends the messages to slots 1 and 3 of
channel A. For each of these slots, CHI provides a buffer
that can be written by the host and read by the commu-

nication controller. At the beginning of each slot, the
communication controller needs to read the messages in
the buffers so as to facilitate the transmission of frames.

To significantly reduce the potential transmission colli-
sion and obtain the performance improvement, during any
communication slot, FlexRay only allows one node to send
messages on the bus. This node needs to transmit the
message with the frame ID that is equal to the current value
of the slot counter. We set two slot counters that
respectively correspond to the static and dynamic seg-
ments. In the design phase, we decide and allocate the
frame identifiers to nodes. Each node to send messages has
one or more static and/or dynamic slots.

For static and dynamic messages, we further leverage
different schemes to decide which messages are transmit-
ted during the allocated slots. For static messages, there
exists a schedule table with the transmission time in each
network node. When transmitting a static message starts,
a given message is placed into its associated static buffer
in the CHI. For example, static message Ma sent from
node 1 has an entry ‘‘1/2’’ in the schedule table specifying
that it should be sent in the second slot of the first static
cycle.

On the other hand, for scheduling dynamic messages,
there is an assumption that Frame ID is specified in
advance. For example, as shown in Fig. 5, dynamic message
Mh has the frame identifier ‘‘3’’. Moreover, FlexRay allows
a node to send different messages using the same dynamic
Frame ID. For example, messages Mj and Mh on node 1
have both Frame ID 3. If two or more messages with the
same frame ID prepare to be sent in the same bus cycle, a
priority scheme is used to decide which message will be
sent first. By considering the dual-channel transmission,
each dynamic message Mi or mi has their associated
priority, say priorityMi

or prioritymi
. Messages with the

same Frame ID will be inserted into a local output queue, in
which we order them based on their priorities. The
message from the head of the priority queue will be sent
in the current bus cycle. For example, message Mh will be
sent before Mj because it has a higher priority.

In addition, original and redundant messages may be
not identical in the receiver node, although this case occurs
with very small probability. In this case, the receiver node
will require a retransmission.

Fig. 5. Node architecture for static and dynamic segments in a dual channel.
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3.2 Holistic Scheduling Segments
To optimize the bandwidth utilization and offer substantial
performance improvements, we use holistic scheduling
upon the static and dynamic segments in the FlexRay
network. Specifically, we consider the transmission of
static and dynamic segments respectively as hard deadline
periodic and soft deadline aperiodic tasks. The design goal
is to schedule a mixture of periodic and aperiodic tasks in a dual
channel to guarantee that all periodic deadlines are met and the
response time for the aperiodic tasks can be as small as possible in
the FlexRay network. Holistic scheduling scheme hence
offers available time for completing the aperiodic tasks by
‘‘pilfering’’ all the time from the periodic tasks without
causing their deadlines to be missed.

The main idea behind slot pilfering comes from the
practical observations and long-term experiences. When an
aperiodic request arrives, the slot judiciously pilfers all the
available slots from periodic tasks, which are used to
satisfy the aperiodic requests. On the other hand, when
there are no pending aperiodic requests, we schedule the
periodic tasks as usual. We further formulate the slot
pilfering technique in a FlexRay network that contains n
periodic tasks, �1; �2; . . . ; �n.

Definition 1. Each task, �i ð1 � i � nÞ, is denoted by a 4-tuple
�i ¼ fCi; Ti; �i; dig, where Ci is the worst-case computation
requirement, Ti is a period, �i ð0 � �i � TiÞ is an offset
relative to time origin, and di ðdi � TiÞ is a hard deadline. We
assume that the parameters Ci, Ti, �i and di, are the known
deterministic quantities.

A fixed priority algorithm, say deadline monotonic
algorithm [25], can schedule these tasks. In the meanwhile,
the tasks with smaller value of di are allocated higher
priority.

We leverage differentiated representation for schedul-
ing the tasks of static and dynamic segments. For a periodic
task �i for the static segment, it leads to an infinite sequence
of jobs. We further consider the scheduling on aperiodic
tasks for dynamic segments as the problem of parameter
optimization. Specifically, we place an aperiodic task for a
dynamic segment into the queues based on deadline
orders. The slot value, associated with an enqueued
aperiodic task for the dynamic segment, demonstrates
how many available slots can be allocated to facilitate its
processing, while its deadline is still met. To achieve this
goal, we need to use the value of available slots to offer
transmission guarantee. New aperiodic tasks for dynamic
segments will not incur its deadline to be violated. At the
same time, all periodic deadlines for scheduling static
segments are also guaranteed. Therefore, the remaining
processing time can be competed between hard and soft
aperiodics. We further describe the aperiodic task for
scheduling a dynamic segment.

Definition 2. The aperiodic task Jk for scheduling a dynamic
segment is represented as a 3-tuple, Jk ¼ f�k; pk; Dkg,
where �k is the associated arrival time, pk is the
processing requirement and Dk is the hard deadline. To
support the retrieval of aperiodic tasks, HOSA defines that
0 � �k � �kþ1; k � 1.

Based on the above definitions, HOSA aims to
minimize the response time of Jk, represented as Rk.
Specifically, we consider W ðtÞ ¼

P
kj�k�t pk as a cumula-

tive aperiodic workload process. This process collects all
the aperiodic tasks. These tasks share the same property
of the arrival time within the interval ½0; t�. Moreover, a
cumulative aperiodic execution process, "t, is a contin-
uous function with the property of "t �WðtÞ, t � 0.
HOSA thus describes the completion time of Jk, as
Tk ¼ minftj"t ¼

Pk
i¼1 pig. Therefore, HOSA achieves

Rk ¼ Tk � �k.
To efficiently support the holistic scheduling on the

static and dynamic segments in the dual channel, we
need to determine the maximum processing time that can
be pilfered from hard deadline periodic tasks. FlexRay
communication system can use a slot pilferer to schedule
the static and dynamic segments. The slot pilferer can
efficiently address the problem of minimizing the
response times of soft aperiodic tasks, while offering
the guarantee that the deadlines of hard periodics are
also met.

For real-time networked systems, packets are usually
modeled as tasks. There are preemptive tasks and non-
preemptive tasks. Un-interruptible packets can be modeled
as non-preemptive tasks. In the context of our proposed
work, the performance metric we examine is the network
transmission time. We hence use the preemptive task
model. Even for the case when network transmission can
not be interrupted, we can recourse to non-preemptive task
models, through techniques such as adding blocking times
in the analysis [26].

4 COST-EFFECTIVE DEDUPLICATION IN
SSD-BASED END DEVICES

Deduplication functionality in FlexRay generally needs
to handle massive streaming data in a real-time manner,
while obtaining space savings. In practice, the index
structure of massive data easily overflows the DRAM
size and has to be stored on hard disk. The operations
upon index structure are thus limited by expensive and
slow seek and switch operations upon mechanical-based
disks. In the flash, different from disks, random read
operations are comparable to sequential read operations
due to no mechanical head movements. Since deduplica-
tion needs to be completed timely, it is desirable to obtain
high throughput in inline deduplication systems and
meet the needs of fast detecting duplicate segments. To
address this problem, SSD is a good candidate due to its
salient features with respect to system performance, such
as energy efficiency, read/write latency and shock
resistance.

To provide efficient data management, we need to
carefully design the data allocation scheme. The function of
allocation scheme is to decide the mapping between
physical page and logical page. When a new write request
arrives, the allocation scheme chooses a free physical page
based on the factors of idle/busy states of channels and
chips, the erased count of blocks and the priority order of
parallelism.
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4.1 Design Principles
HOSA can work for inline deduplication. Inline deduplica-
tion refers that HOSA proactively examines the incoming
data and removes duplicate writes before committing a
write request to flash. To support inline deduplication in a
FlexRay network, HOSA is designed for running in an SSD
device that has limited memory space and computing
power. This matches the properties of FlexRay end devices.
Moreover, different from backup streams with high
redundancy, HOSA generally handles regular system
workloads that exhibit relatively lower duplication rate.
HOSA further offers high real-time data access perfor-
mance, rather than running during out-of-office hours in
backup systems.

To reduce write traffic to flash memory and obtain space
savings in SSD, HOSA eliminates unnecessary duplicate
writes, which further improves the efficiency of garbage
collection and wear-leveling. HOSA leverages chunk-
based deduplication approach, in which a fixed-sized
chunking is used. The reasons come from the observations
that in a FlexRay network, the sizes of sequential requests
are generally very small and the basic operation unit in
flash is a page (say 4 KB). The internal management policies
in SSDs, such as the mapping policy, are also designed in
units of pages. Hence, to avoid unnecessary complexity, we
leverage pages as the fixed-sized chunks for hashing
computation.

To accelerate the identification of duplicate writes,
existing approaches mainly rely on the exploration of
temporal and spatial localities [22], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31],
and [32]. For example, temporal locality helps buffer writes
to reduce duplicate writes to SSD. Spatial locality helps
aggregate multiple subpage writes into fewer page writes.
Unlike them, HOSA leverages content locality that prefer-
entially accesses some contents and facilitates data dedu-
plication. By exploiting and exploring the contents of data,
HOSA offers the content-aware FTL that mainly consists of
fingerprint generation, fingerprint lookup and mapping
management. The fingerprints of FlexRay segments are the
hash values that can summarize the content of written
segments. The generated fingerprints are then used for the
lookups of duplicate segments. The mapping management
handles the mapping between the host-viewable logical
addresses and physical flash addresses. Note that the

content-aware FTL in the HOSA design is an augmenta-
tion, rather than a complete replacement, to the existing
FTL designs. The content-aware FTL is orthogonal to the
other FTL policies, such as the garbage collection and wear
leveling policies.

4.2 Prototype Implementation
To implement the deduplication functionality, HOSA
intercepts incoming write requests at the SSD device level
and uses a hash function to generate fingerprints that can
summarize the content of updated data. By querying a
fingerprint storage space, which maintains the fingerprints
of stored data in SSD, HOSA can accurately and efficiently
eliminate duplicate writes to flash.

In general, SSD exposes an array of logical block addresses
(LBA) to the host and uses a mapping table to show the
mapping relationship between LBA and the physical block
address (PBA). Fig. 6 illustrates the deduplication-aware
process of handling a write request in HOSA. Specifically, if a
write request arrives:

. The incoming data is first temporarily maintained in
the on-device buffer;

. HOSA computes the hash value of each updated
page in the buffer, called fingerprint;

. Each fingerprint is looked up against a fingerprint
storage space, in which HOSA maintains the finger-
prints of data already stored in the flash memory;

. If a duplicate fingerprint is found, meaning that a
residing data unit contains the same content, the
mapping table that carries out the translation
between LBA and PBA is updated by mapping to
the physical location of the residing data. HOSA in
the meantime eliminates the write to flash;

. If a duplicate fingerprint is not found, HOSA executes
the write to the flash memory as a regular write.

HOSA attempts to identify and remove duplicate writes.
A byte-by-byte comparison is obviously slow and can not
meet the needs of real-time inline deduplication in FlexRay.
HOSA uses hash functions to compute a hash value as a
fingerprint. Duplicate data can be determined by compar-
ing fingerprints that summarize the contents of pages. We
use the SHA-1 hash function [33], [34] due to its practically
collision-resistant properties to index and compare pages.
For each page, we calculate a 160-bit hash value as its
fingerprint and store it as the page’s metadata in flash.

To comprehensively examine the performance of the
content-aware FTL, we implement it in a real SSD prototype,
which is event-driven, modularly structured, and multi-
tiered. It serves as an SSD hardware platform and executes
the proposed FTL schemes, allocation schemes, buffer
management algorithms and request scheduling algorithms.
The SSD prototype consists of three tiers, including the buffer
and request-scheduling module at the top, the FTL and
allocation module in the middle, and the low-level hardware
platform module at the bottom.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this Section, we show the experimental results of
implementing our proposed HOSA running on mixed
datasets (including static and dynamic segments).

Fig. 6. Deduplication workflow in HOSA.
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5.1 Experimental Configurations
Our experiments are performed using 10 FlexRay nodes that
are connected to a bus analysis tool that helps record the
information of message transmission in the FlexRay network.
The FlexRay nodes are implemented and configured by
multiple networked boards that consist of a 16-bit Flash-
based controller unit to support the FlexRay protocol
operations, 2 IP-modules for the dual-channel design, and
FlexRay-enabled transceivers to support the physical layer of
the FlexRay bus. SSD prototypes are connected with the
FlexRay end nodes and we examine their real performance.
To comprehensively test the performance, we initially set
cache size in SSD to be 64 KB, which is further dynamically
adjusted. Moreover, we use an independent module to
receive and maintain all messages that are transmitted on the
FlexRay bus, to facilitate real-time transmission analysis.

The experiments make use of the mixed datasets that
contain both static and dynamic segments. Specifically, for
the datasets of static segments, the datasets consist of
synthetic test cases and one real-world scenario. The
synthetic test cases were generated by varying message
parameters, such as periods and deadlines, to cover a wide
range of possible scenarios. The periods are varied between
2 ms and 50 ms. The deadlines are varied between 1 ms to
20 ms. The FlexRay communication cycle period is 5 ms
and the static cycle length is 3 ms, based on the experiences
from the industry [10]. The test cases contain a large
number of messages. Moreover, we consider a real-world
X-by-wire application, i.e., brake-by-wire, which has been
widely used in performance evaluation of the FlexRay-
based design. Table 1 shows the details of the associated
parameters.

For the datasets of dynamic segments, we configure the
parameters in each communication cycle. We set the values
of the parameters as shown in Table 2. The suitable timing
properties of aperiodic messages used in our experiments
are taken from a message set that is published by the
Society for Automotive Engineers [35]. Hence, we consider
aperiodic messages with a period (minimum inter-arrival

time) and a deadline of 50 ms. We use 30 aperiodic
messages with the IDs, from 81 to 110 or from 121 to 150,
respectively corresponding to the sequential numbers in 80
and 120 slots. The maximum number of their transmission
slots cSlotIDMax are 110 and 150, respectively.

We uniformly distribute the aperiodic messages in 10
FlexRay nodes. In each network node, an interrupt-based
routine running as the host process generates the aperiodic
messages. We use a 16-bit reload timer to count down the
time until the next generation of each message. Further-
more, for generating the event-based messages, a randðÞ
function in C standard library computes the next genera-
tion time. Furthermore, in real-time transmission perfor-
mance, we compare the HOSA scheme with the standard
implementation of FlexRay specification (FSPEC) [3] and
HOSA without the approximation for reducing computa-
tion complexity, in terms of overall running time, band-
width utilization, average transmission latency for static
and dynamic segments, and deadline miss ratio.

The minimum length of the dynamic segment is
determined by gNumberOfMinislots. We select the dy-
namic segments with 50 and 100 minislots in our evalua-
tion. To adjust the length of the dynamic segment, We vary
the value of parameter gNumberOfMiniSlots. To compen-
sate the modification of the dynamic segment length, we
change the parameter gdNIT (duration of network idle
time) so as to keep the frame cycle duration of 5000 �s as a
constant.

For evaluating deduplication performance, we compare
HOSA with state-of-the-art deduplication schemes,
ChunkStash [29] and SiLo [36]. SiLo is our previous work
and we can examine its performance in the real SSD
prototype. Since there are no open source codes of
ChunkStash, we choose to re-implement it. Specifically,
we have implemented the locality-based and exact-
deduplication of ChunkStash, while carefully considering
its design principles and algorithms [29], including the
inherent locality of backup streams and cuckoo hash based
indexing structure.

For fair comparisons, all schemes for comparisons use
the same running environments. Furthermore, the main
deduplication metrics include duplicate elimination, laten-
cy and throughput. The duplicate elimination is defined as
the percentage of duplicate data eliminated. The latency
records the overall consumption time of completing the
deduplication operations. The throughput is the rate at
which the streams are processed. It is worth noting that our
evaluation testbed is not a production-quality deduplica-
tion system, but a research prototype. The results hence

TABLE 1
Brake-by-Wire Message Parameters

TABLE 2
Configuration Parameters for Dynamic Segments
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should be interpreted as approximate and comparative
evaluation.

5.2 Deduplication Performance

5.2.1 The Percentage of Duplicate Elimination
Fig. 7 shows the percentages of duplicate data elimination.
We observe that HOSA can remove on average 88.8 percent
and 90.2 percent duplicate data respectively in brake-by-
wire and synthetic workloads, which are larger than those
of SiLo and ChunkStash. SiLo needs to exploit both
similarity and locality of data segments and ChunkStash
leverages cuckoo hashing that potentially leads to endless
loop. Their high computation complexity results in long
processing latency and the missing of continuous data
segments that often contain duplicates. Unlike them, by
leveraging content-aware FTL design, HOSA is able to
accurately identify duplicate data. In addition, there exists
slight difference between 50 and 100 minislots. The reason
is that the transmission in 50 minislots incurs relatively
higher deadline miss rate and more similar data are lost.
The deduplication percentage hence decreases.

5.2.2 Deduplication Latency
Fig. 8 shows the deduplication latency in SSD with various
cache sizes. The latency decreases when increasing the
cache sizes. We observe that the decrements of deduplica-
tion latency are limited when the cache size is larger than
128 KB. Even if the sizes continue to increase, the latency

has slight reduction. We argue that a suitable cache size is
important to obtain a good tradeoff between space
overhead and performance improvements. Moreover, the
synthetic dataset, that has larger numbers and sizes of data
segments than the brake-by-wire, incurs on average
10.5 ms that is larger than 4.2 ms in the latter.

HOSA obtains over 45.3 percent and 55.7 percent
smaller latency respectively than SiLo and ChunkStash in
50 minislots, thus meeting the needs of real-time proces-
sing. In contrast, ChunkStash needs to maintain at least
6 bytes for each new chunk, resulting in a very large cuckoo
hash table for fingerprints and consuming large fraction of
limited-size cache. SiLo needs to maintain a large index
structure to support the exploitation of similarity and
locality. More data accesses have to visit the low-speed
disks. We can obtain similar conclusion when executing
100 minislots.

5.2.3 Deduplication Throughput
Fig. 9 shows the deduplication throughput when executing
the data deduplication in SSD. Specifically, in the brake-
by-wire dataset, the average throughputs are 327.8 MB/s,
262.4 MB/s and 225.7 MB/s, respectively for HOSA, SiLo
and ChunkStash. Compared with SiLo and ChunkStash,
the advantages of HOSA come form its content-aware FTL
design and space-efficient index structure for segment
lookups. The similar observations can also obtained from
the synthetic dataset. HOSA hence can offer high through-
out for data deduplication and significantly improve the
utilization of SSD.

6 CONCLUSION

Providing scalable fault-tolerance is important to the
FlexRay networks. This paper proposes a cost-effective
scheme, called HOSA, that supports holistic scheduling on
both static and dynamic segments in the dual-channel
communication system. HOSA leverages a slot pilfering
technique to significantly minimize idle slots, improve
bandwidth utilization and decrease transmission latency.
HOSA efficiently handles the complexity of slot computa-
tion with the aid of a proper approximation approach.
Moreover, to bridge the gap between real-time transmis-
sion in networks and storage management in end devices,

Fig. 7. Percentage of duplicate data elimination.

Fig. 8. Deduplication latency.
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we implement a deduplication-aware SSD design in a real
prototype. Extensive experimental results based on syn-
thetic and real-world test cases demonstrate the efficiency
and efficacy of the proposed HOSA scheme.
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